Tegmental pedunculopontine glutamate and GABA-B synapses mediate morphine reward.
The tegmental pedunculopontine nucleus (TPP) of the midbrain is critical in mediating the acute rewarding effects of opiates. However, the circuitry and neurochemistry underlying this effect has not been determined. Here we identify TPP receptors and cell types involved in systemic morphine reward and suggest an anatomical and neurochemical model for reward in the TPP. Simple hypothetical anatomical models for serial cell arrangements and receptors in the TPP were proposed and predictions of behavioral outcome (reward or no reward) then were made, based on the administration of agonists and antagonists directly into the TPP of rats. We report that TPP-administered NMDA produced rewarding effects, although GABA agonists and antagonists had no motivational effects on their own. However, the NMDA receptor antagonist AP-7 and the GABA-B receptor antagonist saclofen, while having no motivational effects on their own, blocked systemic morphine reward as measured by conditioned place preference. These results provide positive evidence for GABA-B and glutamate synapses in the TPP, which mediates systemic morphine reward and suggest that a serial pathway for morphine reward in the TPP is unlikely.